
Squatting, kneeling, bending, lifting, pulling, tugging and 
reaching (overhead, sideways and all around) - that, and 
swatting bugs - is the movement palette of ‘gardening.’  

When we think about a Yoga practice for gardening - 
whether it’s to prepare us to cultivate vegetables, prune 

balance us afterwards - it’s helpful to think about what 
the body experiences when tending the garden.  

While an asana-centric practice might seem ideal to address the structural challenges of gar-
dening, we’d be wise to give attention to how gardening more broadly affects our attention and 
touches our hearts.  The  obstacles of gardening (the rocks, bugs, weeds, temperature, broken 
expectations) give our minds ample opportunities to react and/or become agitated. At the same 

-
ing out the old, preparing for the ground for the new, cultivating growth. 

Positions, Movements? Or Both?

today?”   Will you primarily be on one or several levels today: (will you be kneeling, sitting or 
standing - or more unusually, will you be on your belly, your back, sidelying or inverted from 
an apple branch in order to pick the juiciest Paula Red ever?).

Seated

Kneeling/On all 4’s

Standing

(supine) or prone (on the belly) asana to transition my body from being in those positions. 

Framing the Experience

this mosquito-loving humidity” will stimulate one set of feelings and thoughts. Taking a bit of 
garden-inspired poetry with us (even on a hot muggy day) might create another effect.

Hunting for poetry can be as personal as selecting which seed varieties you’ll plant - so enjoy 

THE GARDEN SANCTUARY
You who walk, 
Maybe with troubled thoughts,
Come, enter here, and rest;
And may the sweet serenity of growing things,
And the heavenly peace
Be mirrored in thy soul.
  -Doris M. Palmer

(C) 2012 by Al Bingham and Transformation Zone LLC. All rights reserved. 
Share your comments and variations on this practice at TransformationZoneYoga.com
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1) Lying on your back, bring your awareness to your body, its sensations, and the 
quality of your attention (clear, cloudy, irritable, calm, busy-busy, etc.)
2) Bring your awareness to what you intend to do today.
3) Bring your awareness to your breathing - perhaps using a bit of the poetry to 
frame the length of your inhalation and exhalation (e.g., On inhale “come” and on 
exhale “enter here and rest.”) Framing your breath this way may be useful throughout. 

Start off on your back. Perhaps read the bit of poetry that 
you’ve found... or use “Garden Sanctuary” if it resonates.

Then bend one knee. On the inhalation, drop that knee open to the side. On the exhalation, bring it back up 
to center.  On successive repetitions, consider moving the foot both a little bit wider and a little further 
away from your pelvis (as the red arrow indicates).  Repeat this on both sides.

Bend both knees now. On the inhalation, drop both knees open. 
On the exhalation, bring both to center.  

1) On successive repetitions, move one foot (or both feet) a 
little bit wider and a little further away from your pelvis. 

Mix it up as your body dictates.  In the garden you won’t be in 

body into a Garden Sanctuary for your breath to enter into 
and rest.

1) On all fours, during your exhalation, bring 
your chest, then your belly, onto your thighs 
and your seat towards your heels. 

2) Widen the space, side to side, between 
your knees. Either keep your feet parallel or 
move them closer together. Use the same 
breath pattern: go backwards on exhalation.

1) On inhalation, extend the LEFT leg straight backwards (it 

move the LEFT knee forward on the ground a few inches 
towards the LEFT wrist. 

2) On inhalation, extend the LEFT leg backwards but open 
that leg WIDER to the LEFT. Then, on exhalation, move the 
LEFT knee forward towards the RIGHT wrist.

3) Finally, extend the LEFT leg backwards but in a RIGHT-
WARD direction.  On your exhalation, move the LEFT knee 
forward but WIDER than the LEFT wrist (perhaps keeping the 
knee in the air, aiming instead for your LEFT triceps).

 

2) At a certain point, begin lifting one or both arms overhead
on the inhalation. Lower one or both on the exhalation. If
you’d like to maintain one or both arms overhead while your
legs continue moving as you inhale/exhale, that might be
interesting.

3) Sweeping your arms out to the side vs. lifting them off

exploring, too.



From a kneeling lunge with your arms by your side, on an 

inhalation, as you move your pelvis forward, sweep the down 

leg arm forward and overhead into extension. On an 

exhalation, lower the arm and shift the hips back.

1) Do this with your legs spaced hip-width apart.

2) Try it with a wider, side-to-side base.

3) Try the same thing with a very narrow base.

From that same lunge (again varying the side to side 

width, as desired), on an inhalation, rotate externally as 

you raise that the knee-down arm to shoulder height and 

as your pelvis moves forward.

Varying the side-to-side spacing will challenge/support 

your ability to balance.

There is no ‘desired’ amount of rotation you are trying to 

‘achieve.’ 

For a lateral (think ‘triangle’) variation of this low lunge, 

on an inhalation, while the pelvis is moving forward, 

sweep the OPPOSITE SIDE arm overhead and reach the 

knee-down arm towards the ground.

For all of these:

1) Start the foot parallel. 

2) Then turn out 45 degrees.

3) Then turn out 90 degrees.

On inhalation, raise an arm 

overhead and extend backward. 

Draw the pelvis forward to 

create hip extension and to 

lengthen the front of the body.

While inhaling, rotate an arm 

externally and let that motion 

drive the rib cage and pelvis in 

that direction, too. Return on 

an exhalation.

On an inhalation, sweep that 

arm out to the side and 

overhead, bringing the torso 

and pelvis along into lateral 

1) Stand with your feet wide apart and parallel. 

Take a forward bend on an exhalation and stay in 

it for several breaths. 

2) Walk your hands to the right and left to explore 

your range. 

3) Flex your knees as needed. Play with one or both 

being bent as you walk your hands right and left.
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Repeat the forward bend again, walking the hands to the  
right and left while staying down there for several breaths. 

Now play around with squatting.  Starting off with your feet shoulder-width 
apart and slightly turned out. Lower into the squat on an exhalation.

1) Now experiment with one foot being a bit in front of the other....
2) ...Or with how wide your feet are...
3) ...Or with whether a foot is turned out more or turned in.

All of these variations will have a different affect on your knee, hips, low 
back and thoracic spine. You might encounter some combinations that you 
won’t like and it will be helpful to keep that in mind when out in the garden.

Nearing conclusion of this 
pre-gardening practice, 
come to either a standing 
or a squatting position. 

Notice:
1) How your body feels. 
2) Your energy level. 
3) How your mind feels. 

As you reconsider the poem 
you read at the top of your 

on your own being as a 
Garden Sanctuary:

...may the sweet serenity of growing things,
And the heavenly peace
Be mirrored in thy soul. 
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